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Resin 
I tested most of the steps involved in my project. I tested using the resin and discovered 
that masking tape is not suitable to hold the resin - it leaks out. I asked around and 
ended up using cloth tape and hot glue, and this worked well (refer to Resin test 1).

Lye 
I experimented with a technique called lye. This is where you apply sodium 
hydroxide to the wood and it changes the colours of the wood. I tested it to 
see if it had a good or bad effect on my wood. It can darken woods and 
enhance their colour. I tested it on my woods where 0 is control, 1 is 1 
teaspoon of Sodium Hydroxide, 2, is 2 teapsoons and 3 is 3 teaspoons. It made 
the walnut turn green and didn't really affect the oak (refer to Lye tests 1-3).

Finishing Oils 
I tested the Osmo oil in Matt, Semi-Matt, Satin and Gloss. I was most happy with the Satin. After 
being recommended pure Tung Oil, I tested that and enhanced the colour of my wood 
significantly. I was really happy with it and decided to use that on my project (refer to Oil test 
pieces 1-6 and Oil sample bottles 1).

Sandpaper 
I tested Wet&Dry sandpaper with a high grit on my resin, but discovered that it turned my wood 
purple (purple is the true colour of American Walnut when it is growing - refer to Sanding 1). This 
is because the Iron in the Silicon Carbide of the Wet&Dry reacts with the wood. For this reason, I 
chose to use Aluminium Oxide sandpaper with stearate to stop it from clogging.



Record of Production - WHS introduction

Handtools 
Handtools should be in good working condition. Wood 
should be secured. Handtools can still be dangerous and 
should be used with care. Normal safety precautions 
should be taken (eg chisel away from yourself, with your 
fingers away from the front of the chisel.

Epoxy and oils 
Epoxies and oils contain chemicals that can be harmful. 
Ensure that the area is well ventilated (preferably outside). 
Use gloves, safety glasses and a dust mask/respirator, 
especially with pre-existing breathing condition. Don’t sniff 
the bottle. Always use according to the instructions, 
particularly when mixing.

Router 
The machine should be in good working order. The wood 
should be firmly secured to the table. The density of the 
wood and the router bit size should be taken into 
consideration so that excessive pressure is not put on the 
router as it can cause tear outs and be dangerous. Be 
aware of your fingers, and hold the router until the blade 
has fully stopped when turning off.

PPE 
Personal Protective Equipment should be worn at all times. 
This includes leather shoes, appropriate clothing, tied back 
hair and apron. Earmuffs and safety glasses should be worn 
at all times in the woodwork room, even when not using 
machinery as other students could use it at any time. At 
appropriate times, dust mask and gloves should be worn. 
This PPE was worn in all the following steps of production.

Bandsaw 
The machine should be in good working order with the 
blade set to the correct tension so it is not loose. The guard 
should be lowered to just clear the wood being cut. Fingers 
should not be near the blade - if needed, use a push stick 
while always remaining aware of your finger position.

Dropsaw 
When using the dropsaw, the machine must be in good 
working order. The guard should be in place and, when 
cutting wood, the clamp should be used so it stays steady 
and so that your fingers don’t have to get close to the blade. 
Users should not support wood on the opposite side of the 
stop block so that the wood has somewhere to go and the 
pressure doesn’t build up.
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Dowel Jig 
I built a dowel jig so that I could make dowel from my wood species. I did this with my 
grandfather down at the farm - he is an experienced metal worker with TAFE qualifications. We 
used a piece of steel from the farm, marked out the holes and centre punched it. We drilled the 
holes out using his drill press, starting with a small (pilot-like) hole for each, and then using 
different drill bits to create different sized holes. While drilling, we sprayed lubricant on the 
steel to ensure a smoother and therefore safer hole was cut. We wore safety glasses and ear 
muffs.  Banging wood through the jig to create dowel requires significant power behind the 
hammer. The jig must be firmly secured, and ear muffs and safety glasses must be worn.

Fractal Burning 
I knew that the Lichtenberg process had to be approached with care when I first looked into 
building a fractal machine and using it for my project. It involves wiping the wood with a 
solution of bicarbonate of soda and water, then running a current between two points. 

I enlisted the help of a family friend who is a licensed electrician to help me make the burner. 
This involved a transformer from a microwave to transform the high power, low current to low 
power, high current. This is converted taking the power from the primary windings to the 
secondary windings. I built the machine fully housed in a wooden box that is fully sealed 
(apart from a ventilation hole). A fuse and a switch were installed on the box. The cables and 
the alligator clips are rated to be much higher than required, in order to err on the side of 
caution. The machine is plugged into a power board with a circuit breaker on it. The cables 
are deliberately long enough (1.5m) to ensure we can stand well away from it when it is 
turned on. The electrician went through a series of testing to check the machine was 
operating correctly and used calibrating tools to ensure this. I only use this machine under 
adult supervision.
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Over the course of the project, I created many jigs for 
various purposes - some of them worked, some of them 
didn’t. Three were for the bent lamination: a table saw jig, a 
thicknessing jig and a gluing up jig. There is a mitred jig that 
I used for the half lapped mitre joints for the doors with the 
original method I was going to use but I ended up not using. 
I built a normal 90º hook that I thought I was going to use for 
doing the doors, but it didn’t quite work. I also built a 45º 
beveled jig for paring down the mitres on the top of my 
cabinet, and this jig worked well (refer Jigs 2 - 9) 

I made sure I tested each jig before I used it and I am glad I took the extra time to 
do that, especially since some of them didn’t end up working and I was able to find 
that out on a sample piece rather than my actual wood (refer to Finger Joint test 1). I 
enjoyed the challenge of working out how to create a jig for my projects needs and 
testing and refining to see if my design both worked and made the repeated skill 
easier or not.

A selection of jigs and test pieces from my project

The finger joint jig that I laser cut but didn't end up using
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In order to make the dowel from my wood, I first needed it cut to width and length to 
make a square using the bandsaw. I wanted to make 8mm dowel, so I cut my strips to 
10mm. 

In order to get the digressed size of the dowel, the wood needs to go through every 
hole down the sizes until your desired size is reached. If you skip a hole, you will have to 
remove too much wood at one time, so it will break. 

I clamped the dowel to the side of a workbench with the holes I was wanting to use 
exposed. My original idea was to hammer the dowels through the dowel jig to create my 
dowel. This technique proved fruitful when I was testing the American Rock Maple (Dowel 
Test piece 1), but when I was using the American Walnut - 
because it is not as dense - it could not withstand the pressure 
of the hammer and it broke because it was too brittle (Dowel 
Test piece 2).  

I had to change my technique and decided to try using a drill. 
The standard drill jammed, so I used a rotary drill and this 
worked much better. I still had to work my way down the sizes. 
The drill didn’t shatter the American Walnut because it wasn’t 
being hammered but rather turned through the wood (Dowel 
Test piece 3). The dowel jig did what it was designed for and 
produced dowel that matched my project. 

Record of Production - Dowel Making
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Tools: 
Pencil, ruler, tri-square, 
combination square, drop saw, 
table saw, band saw, plunge 
router, thicknesser, hammer, sash 
clamps, smoothing plane, spoke 
shave.

WHS: 

Lots of dust created from cutting 
and routing MDF, so I wore a dust 
mask and safety glasses. 

When thicknessing the bent 
lamination there is a chance it can 
buckle and fly off, so my teacher 
did the thicknessing. I also built a 
jig to keep them more stable. 

When cutting the bent laminations 
to length, pieces flew off the table 
saw, so I stood to the side while 
my teacher cut.

Marking out the curve 

Cutting top and bottom part of jig in half

Putting bent laminations through thicknesser using jig Glueing up bent lamination
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Process: Bent Lamination 
I marked out the curve for the bent lamination using a thin strip of wood, then marked it onto some thick MDF. I then cut 
out the top and bottom part of the curve twice and screwed them together to make it thicker. I built a template and made 
sure it was exactly the right size, then smoothed it out. I screwed the template to the MDF then trimmed it flush to the 
template using the router. 

I glued and screwed some guards on the sides, top and bottom to keep the jig in place. I coated the jig in packing tape to 
prevent the bends from sticking to it. I prepared some test wood and glued up a test (refer to Bent Lamination test 1).  

I marked out the oak and the walnut to oversize. I cut them to length and asked my teacher to scribe the timber on the 
table saw. I then resawed the pieces into strips on the bandsaw. I thicknessed all of the pieces to size (3mm). I arranged 
the timbers into lots of five, and looked for the straightest grain and uniform colour to pick the best wood.  

After all four bends had been glued up, I built a thicknessing jig. I planed one of the sides of the bent laminations flat in 
order to thickness it.

Ongoing evaluation:  
I started the bent laminations while I was waiting for my timber to arrive. The bent lamination was much harder than I was 
initially expecting, and it was very time consuming. When gluing up the wood, it was very difficult to force it into the mould 
- it took two people to glue up and used a lot of clamps. When marking out the top and bottom, I had to allow for the 
sides to be loose so the side of the curve is slightly narrower to keep it tight all the way around. The measurements for 
marking out and cutting was very difficult because of the curve, so I had to make a lot of jigs.
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Tools: 
Pencil, ruler, tri-square, masking 
tape, drop saw.

WHS: 

I need to be careful when cutting 
the wood to length on the drop 
saw. Because I was making so 
many cuts it is easy to get 
complacent or have my mind 
wander. 

When cutting small pieces, be 
mindful to use a clamp so that 
fingers don’t go close to the 
blade. 

Cutting wood to rough sizes (at home)

Marking out wood to length
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Process: Wood preparation  
Once my wood arrived at school, I first measured the end grain of each board to make sure they were machined to the 
right size. Using my parts list and components list, I measured the lengths of board to make sure I could cut all the pieces I 
needed out of the lengths given so that I wasn’t short. I had to work around the numerous machining errors like routers 
cutting into wood, the snipe on the wood, as well as working around knots that obstruct joinery and are structurally 
compromising. There was also a significant amount of sap running through the walnut that I tried to avoid, particularly the 
lighter coloured sap because I was wanted a strong contrast between the dark walnut and the lighter oak and rock maple. 

When marking out the wood to length I prioritised the pieces that would be most visible cabinet and worked my way to 
pieces that were less visible. I made sure that the grain and the density of the wood for particular sections was suitable for 
its purpose.  

In marking out, I discovered that I didn’t have enough wood that was viable because of the machining errors and the poor 
quality of the wood. I had ongoing dealings with the supplier who agreed to replace the damaged wood.

Ongoing evaluation:  
I was very disappointed in the quality of the wood that was delivered. The colour was not what had be shown to me. There 
was a lot of sap wood running through the walnut, and a lot of machining faults. The density of the walnut was not what It 
should be - it was quite a soft walnut, meaning that it would be harder to work with, particularly in creating joints. I was 
unhappy with the price, especially when I found out that other people weren’t charged a surcharge for cutting (even 
though he had said to submit exact lengths) or for delivery. I also didn’t get to choose my wood off the shelf. I wish I had 
gone with the other Anagote quote (which ended up being almost the same as the final price I paid) and would have been 
better quality. I am really pleased with the way I used problem solving skills to get the lengths that I needed from what I 
was given.
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Tools: 
Pencil, ruler, tri-square, 
combination square, drop saw, 
band saw, thicknesser, plane, sash 
clamps, marking gauge, marking 
knife.

WHS: 

When cutting the legs to length 
on the drop saw, keep hands on 
the stop block side of the saw 
blade. 

Due to the high density of this 
timber (American Oak), cut slowly 
with the drop saw to allow the 
saw to cut properly at its own 
speed.  

Make sure wood is securely 
clamped in vice when planing.

Thicknessing legs to size

Laminating legs together with Titebond III

Planing tapers to size Using a stop block cutting legs to length
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Process: Legs 
I laid out all the legs cut to rough size and paired the pieces together in a way that the colour, the grouping of the grain 
and the pattern of the grain matched best, in order to give the illusion of one solid piece of wood. I paired the best 
looking woods for the front two legs, making sure that the wood faces that were being laminated together were both 
square. (This is due to some sides not being square at delivery).  

I laminated the legs together with a butt widening joint using sash clamps, making sure there was sufficient amount of 
glue because this is structural and needs to be strong, even though it meant more squeeze out. Once all the legs had 
been laminated together with Titebond III and the glue was dry, I planed down one of the sides (using a smoothing plane) 
where the glued had squeezed out so that it was flat. My teacher put the legs through the thicknesser until they were 
64mm x 64mm. I then squared up one side of each leg and set up a stop block and cut all the legs to exact size on the 
drop saw, making sure I cut the wood off the side with the most imperfections. 

I marked out the tapers on each of the legs and cut them to rough size on the bandsaw then planed all the tapers to size.

Ongoing evaluation:  
I learnt a lot from my teacher about matching grain grouping and figure and how best to do this. The American Oak was 
very difficult to plane so it took longer than I thought it would, but because of the high density the plane left a very 
smooth, polished look to the tapers. 

I really like the look of the tapered legs. I would have liked to have done a longer taper, but because of my bottom rails 
and the angles they would have to be on, I decided not to. 

I am pleased I took the time to do tapered legs as I think they look elegant and classy.
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Tools: 
Pencil, ruler, tri-square, 
combination square, drop saw, 
table saw, band saw, panel saw, 
router, thicknesser, hammer, 
chisels, sash clamps, mitre 
clamps, rebate plane, orbital 
sander, scroll saw, marking knife, 
plunge router, trimmer router.

WHS: 

Because I was routing straight 
onto the router, I had to be careful 
that it did not kick, and I had to 
take off a small amount of wood at 
a time. 
 

When I was routing out the 
groove for the back I routed out a 
half depth on all the pieces then a 
full depth. I did this to relieve 
pressure on the trimmer and to 
make a safer process and give a 
cleaner cut with tear out less 
likely.

Cutting the carcass pieces to width and length (outsourced)

Routing out finger joints on router table

Paring the finger joints to fit.

Gluing up carcass�56



Ongoing evaluation:  
Because some of the carcass pieces had all four sides not square (from delivery), I had to take it to Coopers Store and ask 
them to cut it on their panel saws. When marking out the biscuit joints, I had to make sure that the sides being glued 
together were square so that there would not be any gaps. It’s great to have the carcass glued up and to see the cabinet 
coming together.
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Process: Carcass 
I matched the pieces of wood together that had been marked out. I marked out and dominoed along each side.  After a 
dry fit, I glued up each piece of the carcass using a biscuited widening joint. Once all the the pieces had been glued up, 
my teacher thicknessed them all to the same thickness, then I marked out the width and length of each component of the 
carcass. I took it to Coopers Store and they ripped it to width using their ripping panel saw, then using a cross cut panel 
saw they cut it to length. 

I then marked out the finger joints. I designed and printed (using the laser cutter) a finger joint template. I cut out a test 
using the router and the template, but the joint ended up being very loose so I didn’t use the jig. I took the sides and top 
of the carcass to the Mens Shed and cut the finger joints out on the scroll saw then took it to the router table to get an 
even height. I then cut the mitred joint at the front of the fingers, then I pared down the width of the finger joints so that 
they fit tightly. My teacher cut the groove for the shelf on the table saw. It was too wide, so I had to cut a strip and put it 
underneath the shelf to prop it up so there was no gap.  

After chiseling most of the wood out of the rebate at the bottom off the carcass, I used the rebate plane to plane it to the 
right size. I routed out the sliding dovetail in the roof of the cabinet and the stopped housing in the top of the sides of the 
cabinet. I routed out the two drawer runner slides in the base. I chiselled the stopped housing and the sliding dovetails 
square at the front. I routed out the groove for the back then pre-sanded the whole carcass using an orbital sander to 240 
grit. I dry fit the carcass (took 45 minutes) and glued it up. It ended up taking four people 3 hours to glue up to get all the 
joints to line up properly. After glueing up, I cut the shelf to the exact size I built the strip for underneath to cover the gap.



Tools: 
Pencil, ruler, tri-square, 
combination square, drop saw, 
hammer, clamps, chisels, bench 
hook, domino machine, marking 
gauge,  marking knife, mortising 
machine.

WHS: 

I had to be careful using the 
drop saw when cutting the 
tenons to make sure that I didn’t 
move the wood sideways when 
cutting. 

I had to make sure not to put too 
much pressure on the mortising 
machine because I was using 
such a dense wood.  

Cutting tenons on drop saw

Dominoing rails

Marking out tenons

Sitting mortise in mortising machine
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Process: Rails to legs 
I marked out the exact length of the rails and cut them to size using a stop block on the drop saw. Because the domino 
machine at school can only cut 30 mm from an edge using the guard, I had to off centre the dominos cut into the rails so 
that it was 2mm further into the middle, so that it ended up being exactly square and 32mm from each side (refer to 
Domino test piece 1). 

I then marked out all the dominos on the legs and the rails and dominoed them all. I then marked out the tenons on the 
front rail and cut it to rough size on the drop saw. I chiseled the tenon square and marked out the mortise. I cut the mortise 
on the mortising machine and chiselled it square, then pared the tenon down to fit the mortise.  

Because the the bends of the bent lamination relaxed when taken out of the clamps, to get the bends to overlap and not 
just kiss I had to modify the height of my rails so that they were further apart so that the bends had the space to overlap.  

Ongoing evaluation:  
This was relatively quick process and it was good to see the project coming together. I didn’t know if I could use the 
mortising machine because my wood was so dense and I was worried that the machine wouldn’t be able to cut my wood. 
My teacher did a test on a scrap bit of American Oak and it worked , so I went ahead with my mortising. I was very glad that 
my legs fit in the machine because it would have been a much slower process doing it all by hand.
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Tools:  
Pencil, ruler, tri-square, 
combination square, drop saw, 
table saw, domino joiner, 
marking gauge, file, chisel, 
hammer, dovetail saw, G clamp, 
sash clamps, bench hook, quick 
grip.

WHS: 

Dominoing the bent lamination 
was very unstable. I had to put 
wedges under the bends to hold 
them steady when I clamped it 
down. 

When cutting the bent 
laminations to length, pieces flew 
off the table saw, so I stood to the 
side while my teacher cut.

Dominoing bent lamination

Gluing the base together 

Cutting bent lamination to size using table saw jig

Paring the cross halving joints�60



Process: Finishing base 
I squared up each side of the bent lamination and marked them to length. The bent laminations were very hard to work 
with when cutting to size. So, to get them to the same size, I built a table saw jig to cut them to length. I cut the edges off 
so they would be in contact with the legs and rails, creating a triangle-like corner. I marked out and dominoed the bent 
lamination. I put dominos in the bent lamination and used them to mark out the legs, then dominoed the legs. I marked 
out the cross halving joints and cut them. Slowly, I filed and chiselled the pieces to fit each other. 
  
I pre-sanded the whole base by hand, using 80 grit, then 150, 180 and 240. I glued up one side of the base, putting glue 
on the bent lamination first. Once they were in I fitted the rails together and glued and clamped them making sure there 
were no gaps and everything was square. I used wedges to pull the bent lamination closer to the legs. I repeated this the 
other side of the base. Once both halves had been glued up, I glued both sides together. When they were both glued up, 
the diagonals were the same width but the bast rocked, so I kept the diagonals the same and clamped the high diagonal 
corners to the table. I left it overnight and this fixed the rocking.

Ongoing evaluation:  
I made the bent lamination jig to the right size for the curve, but I did not allow for the bends to relax slightly after coming 
out of the jig. This meant that it was a shallower curve than I had originally intended, so that the two curves would “kiss” 
and not overlap. Therefore, I had to readjust the height of the rails for the base. Cutting the dominoes was very difficult 
because they didn’t sit flat and were on an awkward angle (37º). The cross halving took a long time and were hard to get 
right. It was hard to judge what timber needed to be removed so that they could fit together nicely because of the nature 
of the curve. 

It took longer than I thought to glue up each half (1 hour), and it was harder than to glue up the bent laminations and pull 
them tight into the legs, which is why I used wedges. I am glad that I got the rock out of the base, and it it good to have it 
finished.
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Tools: 
Pencil, ruler, tri-square, drop saw, 
table saw, dovetail saw, trimmer 
router, sash clamps, chisel, tenon 
saw, hammer, fractal burner.

WHS: 

Be careful when doing rebate that 
fingers are not too close to the 
saw because it is a shorter piece 
of wood. 

Chisel away from body with 
fingers not in front of chisel. 

See separate notes on fractal 
burning (p 47). This was not done 
at school.

Cutting rebates

Routing drawer base groove

Chiseling out tail waste.
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Ongoing evaluation:  
I chatted to a fellow woodworker in the industry about what size to make the dovetails that would look best. I was originally 
going to make one dovetail bigger than the other but he suggested that wouldn’t be a good idea and now I am glad I took 
his advice and made them the same size. I was also going to make the dovetails on a steeper angle which he advised 
against as well. I made a mistake with what parts of the dovetails were visible so I chiselled bits of the tails. This meant that 
there were large gaps, and I am very disappointed about that. I did research about how to fill the gaps and ended up using 
small pieces of wood. I am happy with the fractal burning and glad I did both the base and sides. 

Process: Drawer 
I marked out the drawer pieces to size using measurements from the carcass. I marked out the dovetails and sawed the 
dovetails and then chiseled out the tail waste. I used that piece to mark out the pins on the drawer front for the half blind 
dovetails. I then chiseled out the pins and pared down the dovetail to fit together. I marked out the rebate and cut it out on 
the drop saw then I chiseled it down to fit together.  

I marked out and routed the drawer base groove for all four sides. I then measured the required size for the plywood and 
cut two bases so I had a spare.  

I took the pieces of the drawer (sides and base) home to fractal burn them. See page 47 for details of process and refer to 
Fractal Burning Test pieces 1 and 2. I fractal burned both drawer bases so I could choose the pattern I like the best.  

I got the drawer runner strips cut to height and width using the table saw, then to length using the dropsaw. I marked out 
on the drawer front the mortise for the runners and chiseled to fit. I marked out and cut the rebates to attach runners to the 
back of the drawer using a tenon saw and chisel. I marked out and routed the rebate for the handle, pre-sanded all drawer 
base components and glued up the drawer, then dowelled and glued on the runners.
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Tools: 
Pencil, ruler, tri-square, drop saw, 
trimmer router, hammer, chisels, 
spirit level, marking gauge, sash 
clamps, F clamp, quick grip, 
biscuiter, table saw.

WHS: 

I routed to half depth first when 
routing the tongue and grooves 
and the stop housing, to relieve 
pressure on the router, prevent 
blow out, create a safer process 
and a cleaner cut.

Routing out the groove for the tongue and  groove joint

Stopped housing, stopped tongue and groove, 
sliding dovetail - all covered by back of cabinet

Paring down the stopped housing to fit tight

Gluing up the steps
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Ongoing evaluation:  
I had allowed extra length of wood in case I messed up the sliding dovetails a couple of times, which came in handy when 
I did. Getting the sliding dovetails tight was harder than I thought and it was difficult to keep things tight and not chisel too 
much.  Because the tongue and grooves and the stopped housings were all tight, fitting and working with the joinery was 
difficult, but I am really pleased with he quality and result. It held together easily without any glue.  

I didn’t know if I would have time to do the steps, but decided I could and I’m glad I did as I think they look good and the 
cabinet would have been empty without them.
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Process: Top shelving and steps 
I marked out and routed the sliding dovetails to just not fit in the dovetail groove, and when I was routing the second 
sliding dovetail it took me three goes to get a tight dovetail and I had to chop them off until I got one that wasn’t loose. I 
then pared down the dovetails to slide into the groove tightly. I marked out the height of the sliding dovetail piece and cut 
it to size. I marked out the stopped housing of the middle shelf and I routed it out using a 19mm bit. I pared down to fit to 
size. I marked out the tongue for the tongue and groove, as well as the groove. I then routed out the tongue and the 
groove, then chiselled the grooves and the tongues to fit each other. I sawed off the front of the tongues to allow for the 
tongue to slide to the front of the stopped tongue and groove. I chiselled the stopped housing on the middle 
compartment of the shelf to fit together. I fit the stopped housing of the side pieces into the sides of the cabinet. I pre-
sanded all pieces and glued up. 

I marked out and cut a test piece to work out the length of the steps to fit the cabinet tightly. I had the steps cut to width on 
the table saw. Using a stop block I cut them to length on the drop saw. I marked out and biscuited the steps to each other, 
then pre-sanded (refer page 71) and glued it up in four stages, using cauls to protect the wood. I cut support legs to butt 
behind the steps (unseen) when they were glued into the carcass.



Tools: 
Pencil, ruler, tri-square, 
combination square, drop saw, 
plunge router, router table, 
hammer, sash clamps, G clamps, 
trimmer router

WHS: 

When using the router table, safety 
measures need to be taken in to 
consideration because if you are 
not holding the wood tight it can 
spin the wood off. So 
concentrating and holding the 
wood tight against the guard is 
essential, as well as only taking 
small amounts of wood off at a 
time.

Gluing up the door

Routing the half lapped mitres
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Cutting initial scribe for half lapped mitres

Routing the rebate for the glass



Process: Doors 
I marked out the doors to exact size and cut them to length and I mitred the short rails. I then marked out the half lapped 
mitres. I built two jigs to rout the half lapped mitres and used those jigs with a plunge router, but through testing there was 
gaps and so wasted time making jigs that didn’t work (see page 48). I went to the Mens Shed and made an initial scribe on 
the wood to prevent tear out, then used the router table to rout out all the wood. I chiselled the half lapped mitres to fit 
together, then pre-sanded and glued the doors up, using cauls to protect the wood. 

I was originally planning to have a 15mm wide rebate for the glass, and had the glass cut cut to fit that exactly. After talking 
to a family friend who works with glass, he said the rebate would be better at 8mm so that the beading isn’t split by the 
panel pin. He also said to allow a 1.5mm gap on each side so the glass isn’t tight. That is standard procedure for installing 
glass. I re-measured the glass size needed and contacted the supplier and they were willing to recut for free.  I routed a 
8mm rebate on both doors and chiselled the corners. I had beading cut to the right width on the table saw and then 
thicknessed to the right size. I marked out and mitred the beadings to fit tight in the door. I pilot holed the beading for the 
panel pins.

Ongoing evaluation:  
I wasted a lot of time making the jigs and testing the technique using the plunge router method for the half lapped mitres. 
However, I’m glad that I tested it and worked out that it was no good rather than going straight to using it on my project. 
Keeping with the balance of contemporary and traditional styles, I chose to put the mitres on the inside of the door, and 
have the traditional butt joints facing out. 

I decided that the router table was the best way to do the joint that would give the most accurate fit. I’m glad the glass 
company was happy to re-cut and that the difference was enough that they could do that, rather than buying new glass. I 
have learnt more about glass installation guidelines. I realised that installing the glass and beading is the final step after 
the last coat of oil is dry.
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Tools: 
Pencil, ruler, tri-square, trimmer 
router, flush trim saw, plunge 
router, hammer, chisels, plane, 
handheld portable drill, 2 part 
epoxy araldite, screwdriver, wax, 
dowel jig, quick grip clamps, 
rotary drill.

WHS: 

The cabinet is heavy so it took 
two people to ensure it was safely 
secured and carried.  

Caution needed to be used when 
routing into the doors because 
they are thin (19mm) and the 
router is not as stable on thinner 
wood.  

Handles were clamped for cutting 
to size because they are not very 
big (100mm) and fingers need to 
be kept away.

Putting magnets in door and shelf

Figure 8s to attach cabinet to legsRouting curves for the handles

Dowelling the base
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Ongoing evaluation:  
I was nervous about getting the hinges right. There was a bigger gap between the doors than I’d wanted, so I decided to 
mount the hinges flush to the door, but slightly proud to the carcass so that the doors sat closer together. Because a screw 
sheared off, I researched and learned to use wax, which helped significantly. I tested the magnets to work out the right 
strength, and I’m really happy with how they work. I’m glad I got the Brusso hinges (see page 33) - they look great. 
Although I had tested the dowel size, when I drilled the first dowel for the drawer handle the wood split, so I had to use a 
metric bit that was slightly bigger. �69

Process: Assembly 
Using a spare finger joint jig, I marked out and drilled a dowel pin spacing jig. I dowelled the finger joints, mitres and 
rebates on the carcass, then I built a spacing jig for the legs and dowelled the dominoes and mortises on the legs. I then 
glued in the dowels. (Refer to page 49 for dowel process). Using a flush trim saw I cut the excess dowel so that it was just 
proud of the wood so it could be sanded flat. 

I marked out and routed the recesses for the hinges in the doors, then chiselled them. I used the hinges to mark out and 
create pilot holes for the screws. I used the screws carefully as they were pure brass and very soft. I screwed by hand and 
still had one shear off so I had to drill it out and plug it. I attached the hinges to the doors, then used packers to mount the 
doors evenly in the right and mark out the recesses on the carcass, then repeated the process. 

I looked at many different handle styles and decided to go with a simple curved handle. I routed out a cove on each side 
of a piece of rock maple, then routed out the middle with a straight bit, then routed the curve on the outside. I got the 
piece cut down the middle to the right width on the table saw, then cut them to size on the the dropsaw. I routed out 
rebates on the doors and drawer for the handles and chiselled and fitted them. I glued on the handles (using cauls to 
protect the wood from the clamps) and chose to dowel the handles to match the dowelling the the rest of the cabinet. I 
drilled and glued them to the door and shelf, then plugged with dowel. I marked out spacing for the Figure 8s and drilled 
them into the base using a forsiner bit so they were flush with the rail. I pilot holed and screwed them into the base then 
the carcass. I puttied any gaps where needed.



WHS: 

When sanding with the orbital 
sander, a vacuum should be used 
to remove dust, as well as dust 
mask, ear muffs and safety glasses. 
I was given a safety briefing and 
coaching from the factory owner. I 
hand sanded in a well ventilated 
area. 

The Tung Oil is safe to use. Gloves 
are not needed to apply this oil, 
but I used them to be safe. Rags 
should be left spread out, not 
balled up. There is an  initial smell, 
so the room was not used during 
oiling which also kept out dust.

Sanding with the Mirka sander

Mixing the Tung Oil and Citrus TerpeneOiling the project

Hand sanding the doors
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Tools: 
Sandpaper 60-400 grit, Dry rub 
sandpaper 600-1200 grit, 
sanding blocks with tapered 
edges, Mirka orbital sander with 
60-500 grit mesh pads, vacuum, 
strong lights, measuring cup, oil 
and cotton cloths.



Process: Sanding and oiling 
I had planned to fully hand sand the project, but was limited by time (see Time Action Plan pages 39-43). The wood on the 
base was not very wide, so I didn’t want to orbital sand because it could round the edges. It also had too many intricate 
parts that could only be reached by hand. Because it was finished before the carcass, I could sand it earlier.  

I removed the door hinges before sanding. Because normal orbital sanders leave marks (refer p 14), I didn’t want to use 
one on my project. However, I wasn’t going to have the time to hand sand it all. I was able to go to a furniture business 
where I know the owner and use their high quality Mirka sander with mesh pads. I sanded the carcass and all the carcass 
components with the orbital sander, starting at 60 grit, then going through 80, 120, 150, 180, 240, 320, 400, 500. It was 
two full days of orbital sanding. I used a 320 and 400 grit sandpaper to remove any orbital marks, then hand sanded from 
there using 600, 800, 1200. Refer to pages 29 and 45 for sandpaper research and testing.  

I vacuumed the whole project and wiped it down with a clean damp cloth. I prepared the room to make sure it was 
reasonably dust free. I mixed up a 50:50 ratio of Tung Oil and Citrus Terpene and oiled the cabinet and legs (together), 
doors, drawer and beading, as well as a control piece. I generously wiped on oil then vigorously rubbed off 30 mins later. I 
waited 36 hours  before repeating this process to put on a second coat, then a third (and final coat). In between coats I 
used a non-abrasive synthetic steel wool pad to remove nibs and ensure it remained smooth.

Ongoing evaluation:  
The sanding was much more time consuming than I expected and I wouldn’t have finished the project if I hadn’t used the 
Mirka orbital sander. I am pleased with the end result of the sanding and am glad I went up to 1200 grit. I used bright 
lights to make sure I could see any imperfections that needed to be removed.  The oil was very easy to apply and brought 
the wood out to the colour I had always imagined for the project, emphasising the contrasting colours, especially with the 
end grain.
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